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Deep CO(1–0) Observations of z=1.62 Cluster Galaxies with Substantial Molecular Gas
Reservoirs and Normal Star Formation Efﬁciencies
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Abstract
We present an extremely deep CO(1–0) observation of a conﬁrmed z = 1.62 galaxy cluster. We detect two
spectroscopically conﬁrmed cluster members in CO(1–0) with signal-to-noise ratio >5. Both galaxies have log
( /) > 11 and are gas rich, with mol /( +mol )∼0.17–0.45. One of these galaxies lies on the star
formation rate (SFR)– sequence, while the other lies an order of magnitude below. We compare the cluster
galaxies to other SFR-selected galaxies with CO measurements and ﬁnd that they have CO luminosities consistent
with expectations given their infrared luminosities. We also ﬁnd that they have gas fractions and star formation
efﬁciencies (SFE) comparable to what is expected from published ﬁeld galaxy scaling relations. The galaxies are
compact in their stellar light distribution, at the extreme end for all high-redshift star-forming galaxies. However,
their SFE is consistent with other ﬁeld galaxies at comparable compactness. This is similar to two other sources
selected in a blind CO survey of the HDF-N. Despite living in a highly quenched protocluster core, the molecular
gas properties of these two galaxies, one of which may be in the process of quenching, appear entirely consistent
with ﬁeld scaling relations between the molecular gas content, stellar mass, star formation rate, and redshift. We
speculate that these cluster galaxies cannot have any further substantive gas accretion if they are to become
members of the dominant passive population in z < 1 clusters.
Key words: galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: high-redshift – galaxies: ISM – galaxies:
star formation
discovering this “bimodality,” a persistent question has been
what caused the massive galaxies to cease their star formation
and what has maintained their low levels of star formation,
even in the presence of modest gas reservoirs (Davis et al.
2011). A piece of this puzzle was uncovered by Bell et al.
(2004), who found that the mass density of passive galaxies has
been increasing since z ~ 1. This was conﬁrmed by later
studies (Arnouts et al. 2007; Brown et al. 2007; Faber et al.
2007) and eventually extended out to z > 2 (Ilbert et al. 2010,
2013; Nicol et al. 2011; Brammer et al. 2011; Muzzin et al.
2013). These latter studies also highlighted the 1 < z < 2
epoch as critical to understanding the transformation of
massive galaxies, as it is the ﬁrst time when the number and
mass density of massive galaxies were dominated by those that
are passive.
Immediately prior to becoming passive, these galaxies
clearly must have been star-forming galaxies, and an emergent
ﬁeld in recent years has been the study of how star formation is
supplied and regulated in these progenitors of the passive
population. We now know that the SFRs of most star-forming
galaxies are tightly correlated with their stellar mass, the socalled “main sequence” of star formation or  –SFR relation

1. Introduction
1.1. The Evolution of Massive Galaxies
Understanding the regulation and demise of star formation in
the most massive (log( /)11) galaxies is a dominant
theme of galaxy evolution studies. An important epoch for
understanding the evolution in this population is 1 < z < 2.
This epoch was witness to one of the largest increases in the
number and mass density of massive galaxies, and by z ~ 1
roughly 50% of log( /) > 11 galaxies were in place
(e.g., Dickinson et al. 2003; Fontana et al. 2003, 2006; Rudnick
et al. 2003, 2006; Pozzetti et al. 2007; Marchesini et al. 2009;
Ilbert et al. 2010; van Dokkum et al. 2010).
Large surveys of representative volumes in the local
universe, such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), have
determined that the massive galaxy population has uniformly
very low star formation rates (SFRs) and old stellar ages, while
lower-mass galaxies are highly star-forming (e.g., Strateva
et al. 2001; Blanton et al. 2003; Kauffmann et al. 2003). Since
12
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(Brinchmann et al. 2004; Daddi et al. 2007; Noeske et al. 2007;
Pannella et al. 2009). This sequence is in place out to at least
z ~ 2 and increases its zero point toward higher redshift (Elbaz
et al. 2011; Karim et al. 2011; Wuyts et al. 2011; Whitaker
et al. 2012) with the SFR of star-forming galaxies increasing
with redshift at a ﬁxed stellar mass. One result of these ﬁndings
was a shift in our understanding of the driving forces behind
the large SFRs typically observed at high redshift. Locally,
galaxies with very high SFRs, usually characterized as being
ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) with LIR > 1012 L ,
reside uniformly in major galaxy mergers (Sanders &
Mirabel 1996). In contrast, although the galaxies on the  –
SFR sequence at z > 1 have much higher absolute SFRs than
locally, their star formation likely proceeds in scaled-up
versions of extended galactic disks withdust temperature
distributions similar to local galaxies on the  –SFR sequence
(Papovich et al. 2007), although with signiﬁcantly higher SFRs
and SFR surface densities (Elbaz et al. 2011).

(Daddi et al. 2015). Additionally, in one case where the
molecular gas could be directly spatially resolved, it appears
that it is signiﬁcantly extended in a turbulent Toomre unstable
disk (Genzel et al. 2013). This again reinforces the view that
very high star formation rates are being driven by spatially
extended, large gas reservoirs.
A natural outcome of the large SFRs is short gas
consumption timescales, with galaxies on the  –SFR
sequence using up their gas in ∼0.7Gyr (Tacconi et al.
2013). The uniformly short consumption timescale seen in
PHIBSS for high-redshift star-forming galaxies argues for a
replenishment of their gas supplies by accretion, in concordance with the predictions of simulations. Recently, Genzel
et al. (2015) measured gas contents for galaxies below the  –
SFR sequence and have shown that the gas masses and SFRs
decrease toward lower speciﬁc star formation rates (sSFR) such
that the gas consumption timescale (tcon ≡mol /SFR) scales
as (1 + z )-0.3 ´ (sSFR sSFRMS)-0.5. Hence a prediction of
these observations is that galaxies move below the  –SFR
sequence because they are running out of gas.
Despite the incredible advances afforded by these studies,
they have several limitations. First, they did not select galaxies
primarily by their CO luminosity. In PHIBSS, which will form
the main comparison sample for this paper, galaxies at
z=1–1.5 were selected to have high  and SFR, such that
the expected CO luminosity would make a detection likely.
Similarly, galaxies at z=2–2.5 were targeted based on the
presence of Hα emission from a parent sample of “BX/MD”
galaxies chosen by their rest-frame UV colors (Steidel et al.
2004; Erb et al. 2006). Given the time-intensive nature of highz CO observations, done one galaxy at a time, this preselection
made sense for the early statistical studies. However, it may
present a limited view of the galaxy population and may be
biased against galaxies with abnormally low SFEs (or
high mol /SFR).
Second, most of the previous studies have relied on higher
excitation lines of CO; for example, PHIBSS relied exclusively
on the CO(3–2) rotational transition. These lines are brighter
than lower-order transitions, but most molecules do not lie in
these excited states, thus necessitating an excitation correction.
As shown in Carilli & Walter (2013), there is a large range in
excitation values for color-selected galaxies at z > 1, corresponding to a factor of ∼9 range in S(3 - 2) S(1 - 0) ratio and hence
in the line luminosities, although the n -2 dependence of the
¢ ) being
conversion from line ﬂux to CO line luminosity (L CO
reduced means that the variation in luminosities will be
signiﬁcantly less than the variation in the line ﬂuxes. In
addition, Narayanan & Krumholz (2014) predict that the
spectral line energy distribution (SLED) of star-forming
galaxies varies strongly with the physical characteristics of
the gas. In Tacconi et al. (2013), however, the assumption is
¢ (3 - 2) L CO
¢ (1 - 0) , which may hide
made of a constant ratio L CO
some of the intrinsic variations in excitation and hence in
¢ (1 - 0) and the molecular gas mass.
L CO
Finally, nearly all prior CO observations of distant galaxies
have targeted galaxies with no preselection on environment,
and only a handful of surveys have purposefully targeted dense
environments such as protoclusters (Carilli et al. 2011; Aravena
et al. 2012; Hodge et al. 2013; Chapman et al. 2015). This
leaves wide open the potential effect of environment on the gas
contents of distant galaxies, speciﬁcally those that will turn into
the massive and passive population that dominates clusters at

1.2. Gas Accretion as the Driver of the  –SFR Relation
Much effort has gone into understanding the origin of the
tight  –SFR relation. A key result has been that the SFRs of
galaxies on the  –SFR sequence should be governed by the
accretion of gas from the intergalactic medium (IGM). Such a
scenario predicts that the SFRs should be roughly proportional
to both the gas accretion and outﬂow rates, with galaxies
having a relatively small SFR per unit gas mass, or star
formation efﬁciency (SFE; Dutton et al. 2010). This scenario is
consistent with the results of hydrodynamical simulations,
which show that massive galaxies at high redshift should
receive substantial accretion from the IGM (Dekel et al. 2009;
Kereš et al. 2009). In the presence of a Kennicutt–Schmidt-like
star-formation law that links gas surface density and SFR
surface density (Kennicutt 1998; Bigiel et al. 2008; Leroy et al.
2008), large gas fractions from ample accretion would fuel
correspondingly intense star formation.
Clearly, understanding how massive galaxies regulate their
star formation and eventually shut it down requires a
characterization of the gas contents of galaxies at z > 1. This
is mostly accomplished via observations of the 12CO molecule,
which can be converted to a molecular hydrogen gas mass via a
conversion factor termed aCO (see Bolatto et al. 2013 for a
review). The past ﬁve years have witnessed a rapid improvement in the study of gas at high redshift, enabled mostly by
observations of CO in distant galaxies using the improved
capabilities of the Plateau de Bure Interferometer (now
renamed NOEMA). These observations have been carried out
on small samples of individual galaxies on the  –SFR
sequence and as part of the IRAM Plateau de Bure high-z blue
sequence CO(3–2) survey (PHIBSS; Aravena et al. 2010;
Daddi et al. 2010a, 2010b; Genzel et al. 2010; Tacconi et al.
2010, 2013; Magdis et al. 2012; Carilli & Walter 2013), and
with early observations with the Atacama Large Millimeter
Array (ALMA; Papovich et al. 2016). These studies have
shown that normal star-forming galaxies at 1 < z < 3 have
very high gas fractions, fgas º mol /( +mol )∼0.5, and
form stars with a relatively low SFE, similar to galaxies on the
 –SFR sequence locally. In limited cases where the gas
excitation has been measured, it appears to have moderate
values similar to the Milky Way (Dannerbauer et al. 2009),
although it may be that a higher-excitation dense gas phase
exists that is missing in normal local star-forming galaxies
2
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z < 1 (Poggianti et al. 2006; Muzzin et al. 2012; van der Burg
et al. 2013).

Throughout we assume a “concordance” Λ-dominated cosmology with WM = 0.3, WL = 0.7, and Ho = 70 h70 km s-1 Mpc-1
unless explicitly stated otherwise. All magnitudes are quoted in
the AB system.

1.3. Studying the Gas in Distant Cluster Galaxies
By modeling the evolution of the star-forming fraction in
clusters at 0.4 < z < 0.8, Poggianti et al. (2006) proposed a
model in which the massive, passive cluster galaxy population
at z ~ 0.6 have their star formation quenched during the epoch
of cluster formation at z > 1. In the past ﬁve years, direct lookback observations of z > 1 clusters may be observing this
process in action. We now know that clusters at high redshift
possess a mix of massive star-forming and massive, passive
galaxies (Tran et al. 2010; Fassbender et al. 2011, 2014;
Rudnick et al. 2012; Strazzullo et al. 2013; Tanaka et al. 2013;
Santos et al. 2014, 2015; Ma et al. 2015) and that the fraction of
star-forming galaxies in clusters starts dropping at z ~ 1.5
(Brodwin et al. 2013; Alberts et al. 2014) and continues
dropping to z=0 (Saintonge et al. 2008; Finn et al. 2010).
This drop in the SFRs of massive cluster galaxies that enter
cluster environments is predicted by the models, which show
that they should be decoupled from their IGM umbilical cords
and hence their gas supply, with the SFR subsequently
decreasing (Dekel et al. 2009; Kereš et al. 2009). To test
whether this cutoff of gas accretion plays an important role in
the evolution of massive cluster galaxies at early times, it is
necessary to directly observe the gas in dense environments.
We have constructed an observational program to address
these shortcomings. We targeted a z = 1.62 cluster (Papovich
et al. 2010; Tanaka et al. 2010) in the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky
Survey (UKIDSS) Ultra Deep Survey (UDS) ﬁeld with the Karl
G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) to observe the CO(1–0) line.
The observations presented in this paper constitute the deepest
CO(1–0) exposure ever undertaken with the VLA. We use
CO(1–0) because it traces the bulk of the CO and does not suffer
from the uncertain excitation corrections required to go from
higher CO transitions to the ground state. Our observations also
constitute one of a very small but growing number of blind CO
surveys (Decarli et al. 2014; Chapman et al. 2015) and is one of
the only ones targeting a distant cluster. Additionally, the dense
concentration of galaxies in cluster cores may make them good
locations for high-efﬁciency targeting of multiple galaxies within
a single primary beam.
In this paper we describe two galaxies securely detected in
CO(1–0) from our integration on this cluster. These two
galaxies show evidence for signiﬁcant molecular gas reservoirs,
with star formation efﬁciencies and gas consumption timescales
similar to those for ﬁeld galaxies. This paper presents the
evidence for these conclusions and discusses the implications
when these galaxies and other blindly detected CO emitters are
viewed in the context of the bulk of existing gas measurements
of z > 1 normal star-forming galaxies.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
the data and observations, including the supporting groundbased and HST data and the derivation of SFRs,  , and restframe optical sizes. In Section 3 we discuss our results,
including the detection of CO(1–0) in the two galaxies, the
comparison of the CO and total infrared luminosities and their
counterparts mol and SFR, and the gas fraction. In Section 4
we discuss our results and the implications for the SFE, the
stability of the gas, the gas consumption timescales, and the
future of gas accretion in these sources. We present caveats to
our analysis in Section 5 and summarize in Section 6.

2. Data and Observations
2.1. A z = 1.62 Galaxy Cluster
Our VLA observations targeted the forming cluster XMM-LSS
J02182-0510214 at z = 1.6233 (Papovich et al. 2010; Tanaka
et al. 2010; Tran et al. 2015). This cluster was selected in
the UKIDSS UDS as an overdensity of sources with red IRAC
[3.6]–[4.5] colors. As shown in Papovich (2008), this simple
color selection, coupled with a requirement that galaxies are faint
in the observed optical, is a reliable method for isolating galaxies
at z > 1.3 regardless of their rest-frame color. Details of the
selection and conﬁrmation are given in Papovich (2008),
Papovich et al. (2010), and Tanaka et al. (2010). The cluster
was also marginally detected in X-rays at the 2.3σ level (Pierre
et al. 2012). The cluster is shown in Figure 1. This cluster consists
of a 20σ overdensity of galaxies compared to the mean number
density at this epoch and is the most signiﬁcant overdensity in the
UDS at high redshift.
2.2. Multiwavelength Imaging and Spectroscopy
This cluster has been imaged at BRizJK[3.6][4.5][5.6][8.0]
as part of the UKIDSS UDS survey, and the initial cluster
identiﬁcation and spectroscopic selection used photometry
and photometric redshifts from Williams et al. (2009). The
cluster was subsequently observed by CANDELS (Grogin
et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011), 3D-HST (Brammer et al.
2012), and our own Cycle 19 HST program (Papovich et al.
2012), and for this paper we use the V4.2 publicly available
uBVV606W RiI814W zJJ125W HH140W H160W K [3.6][4.5][5.6][8.0]
3D-HST catalog (Skelton et al. 2014).
XMM-LSSJ02182-05102 was observed at 24 μm with the
Spitzer/MIPS instrument as part of SpUDS,15 and these
observations and the source catalog were presented in Tran
et al. (2010). The MIPS photometry was performed by
detecting sources independently in the MIPS catalog and
matching them with a 1″ search radius against the F160Wselected photometric catalog. The cluster was also observed
with the SPIRE and PACS instruments on Herschel at 100,
160, 250, 350, and 500 μm, as presented in Santos et al. (2014).
This cluster has been the subject of an extended groundbased spectroscopic campaign. Our ground-based spectroscopy
comes from Magellan/IMACS (Papovich et al. 2010), Subaru/
MOIRCS (Tanaka et al. 2010), Magellan/MMIRS (Momcheva
et al. 2017, in preparation), and Keck/LRIS+MOSFIRE (Tran
et al. 2015). In addition, this cluster was observed with HST/
WFC3 using both the G141 and G102 grisms. The G141
observations were taken as part of 3D-HST (Brammer et al.
2012; Momcheva et al. 2016), and the G102 observations were
taken as part of our Cycle 19 program (PI: Papovich; LeeBrown et al. 2017). Grism redshifts were determined by using a
modiﬁed version of the EAZY code (Brammer et al. 2008) run
on the combination of the Skelton et al. (2014) photometry and
either the G141 grism or G102 grism (I. Momcheva et al. 2017,
14
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Figure 1. A Bi[4.5 μm] image of XMM-LSSJ02182-05102. The contours denote regions with 5, 10, and 15σ above the mean density of galaxies with
1.5 < zphot < 1.7 from the UKIDSS UDS K-selected catalog presented in Papovich et al. (2010). The green dashed circle illustrates our pointing of the VLA, with the
size of the circle corresponding to the FWHM of the beam at 43.913GHz. The yellow circles indicate the two CO(1–0) detections. The red diamonds mark all
spectroscopically conﬁrmed members, and the cyan squares mark all members as determined by their grism redshifts (Papovich et al. 2010; Tanaka et al. 2010; Tran
et al. 2015; Momcheva et al. 2017, in preparation).

in preparation). In the case where both redshifts were extracted,
we took the average of the two. For those cases, the median
difference was −0.008 and the biweight scatter was 0.005. For
regions of the VLA beam where we have greater than 50%
peak sensitivity, we have eight spectroscopically conﬁrmed
members, and an additional four whose membership is based
on their grism redshifts. We also have three nonmembers
whose grism redshifts would put CO in the observable range.

mode in the D conﬁguration. Much of our 2011 observations
were taken between 2011 September 20 and 2011 December 3
and were subject to the documented “1 s problem,”16 during
which only 1 s of each 3 s scan was read out. This caused an
effective factor of 3 loss in the exposure time for these
scheduling blocks (SB). The 45 hr of observations in 2013 were
conducted in the D conﬁguration (25 hr) and the DnC
conﬁguration (20 hr). The total amount of on-source time,
including the loss of the exposure time due to the 1 s problem,
was 45.5 hr. The rms of our maps around the central observed
frequency following 2013 was 26 μJy in 44 MHz channels,
compared to the 19 μJy that we expected from the exposure
time calculator (ETC). Using our two sets of observations, we
determined that the ETC is overoptimistic in terms of its
sensitivity by a factor of ∼3 in the Q band. A further 96 hr of
observations were proposed and accepted to bring us up to our
originally proposed sensitivity. These were mostly completed
in early 2015, and the resultant rms was 21 μJy in 44 MHz
channels, close to our ﬁnal value. The failure to reach our ﬁnal
values is likely because we were forced to use short SB lengths
(see below) to facilitate scheduling, which resulted in
signiﬁcantly larger overheads.

2.3. VLA Data
The VLA pointing (Figure 1) was chosen to coincide with
the peak of the photometric and spectroscopic redshift
members with MIPS detections from Tran et al. (2010). We
observed the cluster in the Q band at a central observed
frequency of 43.913 GHz (6.8 mm), corresponding to the restframe frequency of CO(1–0) at 115.271 GHz redshifted to the
cluster redshift of z = 1.625. We used the full 2 GHz
bandwidth, which at this frequency probes CO(1–0) over the
range 1.546 < z < 1.666. This is well in excess of the formal
250 km s−1 velocity dispersion of this unrelaxed forming
cluster. The full width at half power (FWHP) size of the
primary beam is 60″ at nobs = 43.913 GHz. The FWHM of the
synthesized beam was ≈1 5 at this frequency.
Observations were obtained in 2011, 2013, 2014, and 2015.
The 60 hr of 2011 observations were conducted in shared risk

16
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Figure 2. Two detections of CO(1–0) in star-forming cluster galaxies from our VLA data, shown at 4 MHz resolution smoothed by 8 MHz. The symbols at the top of
each panel indicate the spectroscopic and HST/WFC3 grism redshift (Papovich et al. 2010; Tanaka et al. 2010; Tran et al. 2015; Momcheva et al. 2017, in
preparation). The yellow regions correspond to the frequencies over which we collapsed the images to estimate the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and derive the contours
shown in Figure 3. The gray portions of the spectra correspond to bad channels. For both sources, we compute the line center using a Gaussian ﬁt. For 30545 we show
the Gaussian ﬁt to the data but omit it from 30169 given the irregular velocity structure. The error bars on the grism redshifts are the 68% and 95% conﬁdence intervals
on the redshift.

Figure 3. CO contours overlaid on top of F160W HST/WFC3 images of our two detections. We show 2, 3, 4, and 5σ contours as computed from the collapsed and
cleaned CO images. Solid green contours are positive, and blue dashed contours are negative. Our synthesized beam is indicated in the upper left-hand corner. We also
mark the redshift of sources near the CO source with red arrows. The source to the northeast of 30545 is at a different redshift and is unlikely to contribute to the
extended CO. The magenta ellipse in the left panel represents the aperture over which the CO ﬂux is measured for that object.

The observations were conducted in SBs with lengths of 1.5,
2.5, 4, or 5 hr. We observed 3C48 as our ﬂux calibrator for all
observations and targeted it once every SB. In each scan we
ﬁrst observed a phase calibrator that was near on the sky to our
target and then observed on target for ≈4 minutes. We
observed a pointing source (J0239-0234) once at the beginning
of every SB and again repeatedly during our scan loops.
Observations were reduced with the Common Astronomy
Software Applications (CASA). Visibilities with bad rms were
ﬂagged and removed from the analysis. An image with 4 MHz
resolution was constructed from the sum of all observations.
Channels near the edge of each subband were ﬂagged and not
included in any line ﬁts or derived properties.
With these data, we detect two sources in CO. We show the
CO spectra in Figure 2, the HST images and CO contours in
Figure 3, and will describe them in Section 3.1.

2.4. SFRs, Stellar Masses, and Sizes
Both of the CO-detected galaxies (see Section 3.1) are
detected at 24 μm and only the brightest (30545) with
Herschel. In Figure 4 we show the position of these galaxies
in the rest-frame U−V versus V−J space pioneered by
Wuyts et al. (2007) and Williams et al. (2009) to separate dusty
and star-forming from passive galaxies. Our two sources have
colors consistent with dusty, star-forming objects. We quantify
the star formation rates and stellar masses ( ) using the
“HIGHz” extension of the MAGPHYS SED modeling software
(da Cunha et al. 2008, 2015)17 assuming a Chabrier (2003)
initial mass function (IMF). MAGPHYS uses the physically
motivated Charlot & Fall (2000) dust model to account for the
light absorbed in the rest-frame UV through NIR and self17
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found that this gave an entirely unacceptable (and low) ﬁt to the
Herschel and 24 μm data. This is because the low AV required
by the models to match the UV data resulted in too-low IR
emission. We suspect that this is potentially because of an
abnormal dust distribution or because of a contribution from
the X-ray active galactic nucleus (AGN) that is in this source
but makes a small contribution to the IR ﬂux (see below).
Given that the energy output for 30545 is clearly dominated by
the IR emission, the small disagreements in the rest-frame UV
do not affect our derived SFR or LIR .
In Figure 6 we plot the location of our two CO-detected
galaxies in the  versus SFR plane. Both objects have
 ~ 1.5 ´ 1011 . Object 30545 has SFR=155 
yr−1, and object 30169 has SFR=12  yr−1. Object 30545
lies on the  –SFR relation for star-forming galaxies, while
object 30169, which is also star-forming, lies well below the
sequence. Object 30545 hosts an X-ray AGN and has
moderately broad Hα emission, but the IR SED from
MAGPHYS does not indicate an especially hot dust component, with Tdust = 45 K. Santos et al. (2014) determined the
AGN contribution to LIR and concluded that an AGN could
only contribute ∼4% to the luminosity. Note that any AGN
contribution would lower the SFR inferred from the SED,
moving this object even farther below the  –SFR sequence.
Despite its ample infrared luminosity, object 30169 is roughly
an order of magnitude below the  –SFR sequence. The bestﬁt unattenuated stellar SED for 30169 also has a signiﬁcant
contribution from evolved stars, as is evidenced by the strong
4000 Å break (Figure 5), and much of the LIR in this context
may reﬂect the SFR averaged over the past ∼100 Myr and not
the instantaneous SFR. We note that the main sequence from
Whitaker et al. (2012) that we plot in Figure 6 is within
0.15dex of the more recent determination by Tomczak et al.
(2016).
We use the rest-frame optical major axis effective radii for
our objects as measured using CANDELS HST imaging (van
der Wel et al. 2012). As object 30169 appears to be a disk, the
semimajor r1 2 is appropriate as it is inclination independent.
Object 30545 has an axis ratio of 0.75, so the semimajor r1 2
will not differ signiﬁcantly from the circularized effective
radius. Object 30169 has r1 2 = 4.1 kpc and 30545 has
r1 2 = 1.93 kpc (Table 1). These sizes correspond to 0 5 and
0 2, respectively, and given our synthesized beam of 1 5, we
do not expect to resolve the CO if it has a radial extent similar
to the stars.

Figure 4. Optical/NIR colors of our CO sources (see Section 3.1) compared to
those of spectroscopic and grism members as well as objects with photometric
redshifts close to the cluster redshift and J < 24.5. The red line marks the
division between passive (upper left) and star-forming (lower right) as
determined from Williams et al. (2009). Our two CO sources are consistent
with being dust-obscured star-forming galaxies.

consistently requires that this absorbed energy is output in the
mid-to-far-infrared. This code has been tested on simulated
isolated galaxies and major mergers and has been shown to
correctly retrieve  , SFRs, and LIR of the simulated objects
(Hayward & Smith 2015). It was also shown in da Cunha et al.
(2013) that MAGPHYS, when used to ﬁt U−K photometry,
can accurately predict the LIR derived for the same galaxies
from Herschel measurements. The SED ﬁts are shown in
Figure 5, and the derived parameters are given in Table 1.
Despite the formally small uncertainties in the ﬁtting provided
by the exquisite data, we acknowledge that there are
unaccounted-for systematic errors in the stellar population
models and the derived parameters. We therefore assume a
minimum error of 0.15dex for the  , LIR , and SFR
measures. For our two CO-detected objects (see Section 3.1),
30169 has an LIR = 2.9 ´ 1011 L , and object 30545
has LIR = 1.7 ´ 1012 L .
The Herschel ﬂuxes for 30545 are not ﬁt very well by the
SED, although they are within 1–1.5σ of the model ﬁt. To
assess the effect of this on the derived SFR for 30545, we
attempted to ﬁt the SED with three different variations: (1) we
only ﬁt the data longward of ljobs = 3 μm; (2) we relaxed the
energy balance constraint, such that the absorbed optical light
did not need to exactly equal that emitted in the IR; and (3) we
increased the weight of the Herschel bands so that they
contributed more to the ﬁt. In cases 1 and 2, the SED ﬁt the
Herschel ﬂux perfectly, although at the expense of ﬁtting the
rest-frame UV. In all three cases, the SFR remained within
0.05dex of the original value. We are therefore conﬁdent that
the small mismatch between the model and data in the FIR is
not inﬂuencing our LIR or SFR values. We also note that the
two bluest points for 30545 are signiﬁcantly deviant from the
best-ﬁt model. To assess the impact of this mismatch, we
forced the photometry to ﬁt the UV–optical data for 30545 but

3. Results
3.1. CO(1–0) Detections of Two Star-forming Galaxies
We searched the data cube both blindly and at the location of
each of our sources, using the available redshift information,
that is, zspec, zgrism, or zphot. We securely detect a line in two
cluster members, which we associate with CO(1–0) (Figure 2).
From now on we refer to the objects by their closest match in
the 3D-HST catalog (see below; Skelton et al. 2014), namely
30169 and 30545. For each line, we collapsed the image cube
around the detection and slightly recentered the extraction pixel
at the peak of the ﬂux distribution. We then collapsed the
image again over the full extent of the visible line in the new
1D spectrum, shown in yellow in Figure 2. This frequency
range was Δν=43.7946–43.9168 GHz for 30169 and
Δν=43.8959–43.9869 GHz for 30545. We cleaned these
6
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Figure 5. SEDs and model ﬁts for our two CO-detected galaxies. The ﬁts were performed with the MAGPHYS package (da Cunha et al. 2008). The red points are the
data with uncertainties. The 3σ upper limits for Herschel are shown as downward-pointing arrows. Top panel: The blue curve represents the unattenuated stellar
continuum. The black curve shows the attenuated stars and the dust emission. Bottom panel: the residuals from the SED ﬁt.

MOSFIRE (Tran et al. 2015). The spectroscopic redshifts of
1.629 agree perfectly with the CO redshift of 1.629 for 30545
and 30169, respectively. We therefore unambiguously identify
the CO emission with object 30169.
The source in the collapsed and cleaned CO map peaks
halfway between 30545 and the source 30577 to the northeast
of 30545 (Figure 3). In our F160W data, there is a possibility of
some diffuse emission between the two sources but only at the
faintest levels, and it is not clear if it just represents the
individual extended emission from each optical source. The CO
emission may also be slightly extended, and we use the imﬁt
task in CASA to estimate the intrinsic size of this source. The
source is resolved and has an intrinsic size of 2 1×0 9,
although with signiﬁcant uncertainties. 30545 has an optical
redshift from Magellan/IMACS (Papovich et al. 2012) and a
Hα redshift from observations with MOSFIRE (Tran et al.
2015). The spectroscopic redshift of 1.624 agrees perfectly
with the CO redshift of 1.623. Source 30577 has no spectroscopic redshift, but we computed an improved grism redshift
by jointly ﬁtting the Skelton et al. (2014) photometry, 3D-HST
G141 data, and our G102 data (Lee-Brown et al. 2017). The
resulting redshift has a peak at z = 1.486. There is, however, a
less likely second probability peak at z = 1.6. There are no
strong emission lines in the grism, but a weak line is identiﬁed
as Hβ at z = 1.486. This weak line is not ﬁt well at z = 1.6. We
estimate the likelihood that this source is contributing the CO
emission by integrating the grism P(z) over the redshift range
allowed by the full extent of the CO line (z=1.620–1.626).
This results in only a 1.4% probability of being at that redshift,
indicating that it is very unlikely that 30577 lies at the redshift
of the CO line.
Taking these arguments into account, we identify the CO
line with 30545 for two reasons. First, there is a perfect match
between the spectroscopic redshift of 30545 and the CO line
redshift, and the grism redshift makes it highly unlikely that
30577 is at the correct redshift. Note that the grism redshift for
30545 agrees very well with the spectroscopic redshift. Second,
the 24 μm detection and the 3.6 μm source are more closely

collapsed images using the clean task and cleaned down to 1.5σ
using a tight clean box around the source. The cleaned images
are shown in Figure 3. We determine the S/N of these lines by
comparing the ﬂux at the peak of the collapsed clean source to
the rms computed between 2 and 8 arcseconds from the source,
that is, an area with a similar primary beam correction. The S/
N of the lines thus computed is 4.9 and 7.1 for 30169 and
30545, respectively.
Fitting the proﬁle of 30169 within CASA shows it to be
consistent with a point source. For that reason, we extracted the
spectra at the peak of the emission, as appropriate for an
unresolved source. We made images collapsed around the
frequency. As we will discuss below, the emission for 30545 is
likely extended, and we measured the ﬂux in an elliptical
aperture shown in Figure 3. We ﬁt each spectrum with a
Gaussian line proﬁle to 30545 using the MPFITPEAK routine
in IDL. 30169 is clearly non-Gaussian in nature, and therefore
we directly integrate the line. To estimate the noise spectrum,
we compute the rms of each channel in the annulus described
above. For 30545, we correct this noise spectrum to account
for the multiple beams covering our aperture. The redshifts
of the lines are zline = 1.624  0.0006 for 30545 and
zline = 1.629  0.001 for 30169. The ID numbers correspond
to the sources from the 3D-HST catalog that are most closely
matched in spatial and redshift coordinates to the CO line ﬂux.
In Figure 3 we show contours at the 2, 3, 4, and 5σ level. We
now discuss the optical counterparts to the CO emission.
The location of the CO emission for 30169 is within 0 3 of
the position of the CANDELS NIR source, which corresponds
to 2.5 kpc at the redshift of this galaxy. We explored whether
the two peaks in the spectra seen in Figure 2 have different
positions and thus contribute to the small offset of the CO
source from the NIR source. We collapsed the image around
each peak and found the source to be in both maps and to be in
the same location. We therefore conclude that the CO emission
from this galaxy is slightly offset from stellar light. 30169 has a
grism redshift that agrees at the 95% level with the CO redshift.
Object 30169 has a Hα redshift from observations with
7
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Table 1
Stellar Population Parameters of CO-detected Galaxies
ID
30169
30545e

log( / )a

SFRa
( yr−1)

log(LIR L  )a

+0.15
11.220.15
+0.15
11.140.15

+7.5
12.03.5
+64.2
155.645.4

+0.15
11.460.15
+0.15
12.230.15

r1 2 b
(kpc)

nc

qd

4.15±0.17
1.93±0.15

0.6±0.1
2.7±0.4

0.23±0.03
0.76±0.05

Notes.
a
Computed from the MAGPHYS (da Cunha et al. 2008) ﬁts to the full SED from the u band through the Herschel SPIRE bands at 500 μm. We assign a minimum
0.15dex uncertainty to all quantities.
b
The effective radius for a Sérsic (1968) ﬁt to the F160W HST/WFC3 imaging from van der Wel et al. (2012).
c
The Sérsic (1968) index of the ﬁt to the F160W HST/WFC3 imaging from van der Wel et al. (2012).
d
The minor-to-major axis ratio of the ﬁt to the F160W HST/WFC3 imaging from van der Wel et al. (2012).
e
The observed optical and NIR photometry for this source are well separated from the neighbor 30577. It is possible that the MIPS 24 μm and Herschel ﬂuxes may
include contributions from 30545 and the neighbor 30577. As the SFR is dominated by the FIR emission for the Herschel source, if it is blended we should still be
measuring the total SFR corresponding to the CO detection.

assuming that it all comes from the same source or from a
blend will not alter the total SFR of the system. If the CO line is
a blend of the two sources, then the main parameter that will be
affected is the stellar mass. However, 30545 has a stellar mass
more than a factor of 4 more than 30577, implying that
including 30577 will change the stellar mass by less than 25%.
The velocity width of 30545 is FWHM=351±12 km s−1.
The line for 30169 is clearly non-Gaussian, and the window
over which we collapse the CO image corresponds to
836 km s−1. It is not clear from our analysis if these velocities
reﬂect purely dynamical motions or also include a large
contribution from turbulence or molecular outﬂows. It is
possible that 30169 shows signs of a double-horned proﬁle, but
the data are currently too shallow to say this deﬁnitively.
Spatially resolved and higher signal-to-noise data may help us
address that issue, and for the remainder of the analysis we
assume that the velocity widths for 30545 are dominated by
dynamics, while we will be unable to use the velocity width for
30169. We note that the MOSFIRE spectra also reveal broad
Hα for both galaxies, which is consistent with the broad CO
line widths.
The integrated ﬂux for the lines from the Gaussian ﬁt are
SCO dv = 0.19  0.013 and 0.05±0.02Jykm s−1 for 30545
and 30169, respectively, both corrected for the primary beam
sensitivity. We give the CO line properties in Table 2.

Figure 6.  and SFRs for our two sources compared to those from the
NEWFIRM Medium Band Survey (NMBS; Whitaker et al. 2012). The SFRs
from NMBS were computed using a combination of UV+IR. Galaxies with IR
detections are shown as dark gray circles. Those not detected in the IR are
indicated as 1σ upper limits with cyan triangles. The two CO-detected sources
have their SFRs measured from their full rest-frame UV through FIR SEDs
(Figure 5). One of our CO-detected cluster members is on the SF sequence, but
30169 has a measured SFR that is an order of magnitude lower than that of the
sequence. In black we also plot two sources from Decarli et al. (2014) that were
detected in a blind CO survey of the HDF-N.

3.2. Continuum Detections
We constrain the continuum level at a rest-frame frequency
of 44.25GHz by performing a weighted average of the spectra
over the full 2GHz bandwidth at the location of the two
sources, masking out bad channels and the location of the
emission lines. We ﬁnd no detection for 30169 with a 3σ upper
limit of 0.011mJy. We ﬁnd a 3σ detection of 30545 with
S44 GHz = 0.015  0.005 mJy. We consider the implication of
these detections in Section 4.1.1.

associated with 30545, and this increases the likelihood that
both the Herschel ﬂux and CO ﬂux are coming from this object.
Nonetheless, the moderate S/N and poor resolution of our CO
data prevent us from being conclusive about the proper
counterpart for this line. We will require higher S/N and
higher resolution CO data with ALMA and a spectroscopic
redshift for 30577 to deﬁnitively determine the counterpart.
There is a precedent for large offsets between CO emission and
the rest-frame optical emission in high-redshift, intensely starforming galaxies that may result from highly nonuniform
obscuration (e.g., Chapman et al. 2005; Capak et al. 2008;
Riechers et al. 2010; Hodge et al. 2012), and such a large offset
as seen in 30545 may therefore be physically plausible. For
¢ all
now we assume that the stellar mass, SFR, LIR , and L CO
come from 30545. As the SFR is clearly dominated by the FIR,

3.3. Comparison of the IR Luminosity and CO Luminosity
¢ from the CO line ﬂux
We derive the CO luminosity L CO
using Equation (3) from Solomon & Vanden Bout (2005)
2
2
-3
¢ = 3.25 ´ 107SCO dv n L CO
obs DL (1 + z )

(1 )

¢ in Table 2.
and give the L CO
¢ of our galaxies to
In Figure 7 we compare the LIR and L CO
nearly all systems detected in CO at z > 1 as of 2013 (from
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Table 2
CO Line Properties

IDa
30169
30545

zCOb

S/Nc

SCO dv b
(Jy km s−1)

DvCO d
(km s−1)

¢ b
L CO
(K km s−1 pc2)

log(mol / )e

1.629±0.001
1.624±0.0006

4.9
7.1

0.06±0.01
0.19±0.013

836
351±12

0.76  0.18 ´ 1010
2.55  0.18 ´ 1010

+0.09
10.520.12
+0.03
11.05-0.03

Notes.
a
ID is from the 3D-HST catalog of Skelton et al. (2014).
b
For 30169, this was computed from the direct sum over the line weighted by the inverse variance, as the line is clearly non-Gaussian. For 30545 it was computed
from a Gaussian ﬁt to the line proﬁles from Figure 2. Nonetheless, the SCO dv value is the same to within 10% if using the Gaussian ﬁt or if directly summing over the
line.
c
S/N is computed from the cleaned, collapsed image, using the peak ﬂux density and the rms computed in an annulus around the source.
d
For 30169, this is the full velocity width of the line that was used to integrate the ﬂux. For 30545 it was computed from the Gaussian ﬁt and corresponds to the
FWHM.
e
Computed assuming aCO = 4.36.

Carilli & Walter 2013), as well as the two blind CO detections
from Decarli et al. (2014, hereafter D14) and the one blind
detection from Chapman et al. (2015, C15). The parameters for
the D14 and C15 galaxies are shown in Table 3. Excitation
corrections have been applied to all higher CO transitions, but
as we are using the CO(1–0) line for our two galaxies, the
excitation corrections there are minimal. Our two CO-detected
¢ that is within the range seen for
cluster galaxies have an L CO
ﬁeld galaxies of comparable LIR at this epoch.
¢ as mol after applying the conversion
We interpret the L CO
factor aCO , which we will discuss in Section 3.5. We can also
interpret LIR as the SFR, which is likely appropriate for
galaxies of this LIR and is indicated by the MAGPHYS SED
ﬁts. With that interpretation, it would appear that our sources
have typical SFRs for their mol . We phrase the SFR/mol as
the SFE, which implies that our two gas-rich star-forming
galaxies are converting their molecular gas to stars at a rate
similare to that of galaxies that are targeted for CO
observations based on their SFRs. This is shown in the righthand panel of Figure 7. We note that the other blind CO
detections from D14 and Chapman et al. (2015) are also
consistent with the general locus of SFR-selected galaxies,
indicating that blind CO surveys may not be selecting galaxies
that are preferentially overluminous in CO.

nonnegligible redshift errors in the grism data. This cluster is
also highly quenched in its core (Lee-Brown et al. 2017), which
further limits the number of star-forming galaxies eligible for a
stack.
3.5. mol ,  , and Gas Fractions
¢ measurements to total molecular gas
We convert our L CO
¢ aCO , where we use a Galactic
masses via H2 = L CO
aCO = 4.36  (K km s-1 pc2)-1 (e.g., Genzel et al. 2015).
This conversion factor includes the 36% correction for helium,
which means that our gas masses reﬂect both the helium and
molecular hydrogen contents of galaxies. We give the gas mass
in Table 2. There is mounting evidence that a Galactic
conversion factor is appropriate for galaxies on or below the
local SFR– sequence (MS) and possibly even at higher
redshift (e.g., Bolatto et al. 2013), although with signiﬁcant
variation. Much of this variation in aCO stems from a
metallicity dependence (e.g., Bolatto et al. 2013; Sandstrom
et al. 2013), yet our galaxies are both massive and likely have
near-solar metallicities, as do similarly massive star-forming
galaxies in this cluster (Tran et al. 2015). In Section 5.1 we
discuss in detail our justiﬁcation for our choice of aCO and how
our results depend on this choice.
We compare our stellar and gas masses to those for other
star-forming galaxies on and near the SFR– relation in
Figure 8. We ﬁnd that our two CO-detected galaxies are at the
massive end of the galaxies from PHIBSS in stellar mass but
have typical to low molecular gas masses. The gas fractions are
mol / = 0.2–0.8
or
fgas≡
mol /( +mol )=0.17–0.45. This is not unusual for
vigorously star-forming galaxies at this epoch, as log
( /)≈11 galaxies from Tacconi et al. (2013) have
fgas » 0.4. Nonetheless, one of our galaxies is forming stars a
factor of ∼10 below the levels of galaxies of similar mass that
lie on the SFR– sequence yet still has substantial amounts
of molecular gas. We address the low SFRs in the presence of
the measured gas fractions in subsequent sections. As a
comparison, we also show two galaxies from D14 that were
detected in a blind CO scan of the HDF-N with PdBI.

3.4. Constraints from Stacking
We attempt a stacking analysis of the CO data centered on
all of the galaxies and those in the star-forming region of UVJ
space (Figure 4), excluding the two directly detected objects.
We extracted a spectrum at the pixel corresponding to the
location of the NIR source in the 3D-HST catalog. For each
class of objects, we make separate stacks for galaxies with
spectroscopic redshifts and for galaxies with spectroscopic or
grism redshifts. The stacks have between four and 13 galaxies.
To estimate the ﬂux in the stack, we sum over an interval
corresponding to the 1σ accuracy for each redshift determination, 340km s−1 for spectroscopic redshifts and 1000km s−1
for grism redshifts, added in quadrature with the 275km s−1
that corresponds to the intrinsic width of the galaxy. We detect
no ﬂux in any of the stacked spectra, and the 3σ upper limit on
¢ is 5.14 ´ 1010 [K km s−1 pc2], which is higher than nearly
L CO
¢ shown in Figure 7. Therefore the stacking result places
any L CO
no useful constraints.
The lack of a detection in the stack may be driven primarily
by the low numbers of spectroscopic members and by the

4. Discussion
We have presented our two CO-detected galaxies that reside
in a z = 1.625 cluster and have shown that these galaxies are
massive (log ( /)≈11) and gas rich (log
9
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Figure 7. Left: a comparison of the infrared luminosities and CO luminosities of our two CO-detected cluster members at z = 1.625 (large solid pentagons) with a
sample of star-forming galaxies and QSOs over a wide range of redshift taken from Carilli & Walter (2013) and which includes various local galaxies as well as all
systems detected in CO at z > 1 as of 2013. In addition, we show two galaxies from D14 that were detected in a blind CO survey of the HDF-N and one from
¢ is a proxy for the gas mass,
Chapman et al. (2015, C15) that was detected in a blind survey of a protocluster at z = 2.3. The LIR is a proxy for the SFR, and the L CO
modulo aCO . The solid line is a ﬁt to all data points, which gives a slope of 1.35±0.04. The dashed lines indicate the best ﬁts for the main-sequence galaxies (gray)
¢ to LIR for the same galaxies as shown in
and starburst galaxies (red) derived by Genzel et al. (2010) and Daddi et al. (2010a). Right: We compare the ratio of LIR /L CO
¢ is a proxy for SFR/mol or the star formation efﬁciency. On the right axis we plot the consumption timescale. Our two cluster members
the left panel. Here, LIR /L CO
are forming stars with typical SFE and have tcon similar to other gas-rich galaxies at their LIR . The legend abbreviations in both plots are as follows: QSO, quasi-stellar
objects; SMG, submillimeter galaxies; 24 μm, sources selected by 24 μm ﬂux; LBG, Lyman Break galaxies; CSG, rest-frame UV color-selected “BM/BX” galaxies;
SFRG, star-forming radio galaxies; RG, radio galaxies.

(mol /)≈10.5–11.05) and are forming stars at values
similar to those seen for comparably massive and gas-rich
galaxies. In the following section, we discuss the SFEs and the
implications these have for the future of these cluster galaxies.

This may be true for 30545 as we have measured the gas to be
marginally extended (Section 3.1). The dashed error bar for this
source indicates how the gas surface density would change if
we use the 2 1×0 9 size, but note that this size is uncertain
given the low resolution of our data. We assume going forward
that the sizes are the same (Daddi et al. 2010a; Tacconi et al.
2013) but will need high-resolution CO imaging to test this
assumption. Under the assumption that the gas and star
formation have the same spatial distribution—the same
assumption made for the PHIBSS galaxies—this therefore
implies that these two CO detections may have lower SSFR than
galaxies with equivalently high Smol or conversely that they
may be forming stars with a somewhat smaller spatially
resolved SFE.
We further examine how our galaxies compare to the global
star-forming population at their redshift by comparing them to
the scaling relations for mol / and tcon from Genzel et al.
(2015). That paper uses a large sample of galaxies with SFR,
 , and mol measurements spanning a large range in
redshift (0 < z < 3). They found that mol / and tcon
followed scaling relations with separable dependencies on
redshift,  , and distance with respect to the  –SFR
sequence. The sense of the trends is such that galaxies below
the  –SFR sequence at a ﬁxed redshift and stellar mass have
lower SFRs and lower gas fractions than those on the sequence.
This results in galaxies below the  –SFR sequence having
higher tcon (or lower SFE) than those on the sequence.
We plot our galaxy on those scaling relations in Figure 10.
The scaling relations depend weakly on stellar mass, and we
have removed this dependence from Genzel et al. (2015, using
the formula from their Tables 3 and 4) and the redshift
dependence of the scaling law using the ﬁtting functions

4.1. Star Formation Efﬁciencies
As shown in Figure 7, our two sources have typical LIR for
their CO luminosity. We interpret this as a normal SFE, where
SFE≡SFR/mol . That is, our two galaxies are forming stars
at typical rates for their gas masses. We show this in another
way in the left-hand panel of Figure 9, in which we plot the
total SFR versus mol , which also shows that our galaxies lie
within the locus of the PHIBSS sources. To gain further
insight, we plot the surface density of molecular gas (Smol ≡
mol /(2pr12 2 ) versus that of star formation (SSFR ≡SFR/
(2pr12 2 ) in Figure 9. Lacking a spatially resolved measure of
the SFR or mol , we adopt the rest-frame optical half-light
radius as the relevant spatial scale for the SFR and gas. This
differs somewhat from Daddi et al. (2010a) and Tacconi et al.
(2013), who use the rest-frame UV half-light radius. However,
van der Wel et al. (2012) provide a ﬁtting function for the
wavelength dependence of r1 2 in CANDELS galaxies at
similar redshifts, and correcting our F160W sizes to those
measured with F814W would result in a 0.1dex increase in the
sizes and only a 40% (0.2 dex) change in our surface densities.
We note that changing the size to account for systematic
differences between the rest-frame optical and UV sizes will
affect the Smol and SSFR in the same way and so will move
objects parallel to the locus of PHIBSS galaxies. An additional
source of error would clearly be if the CO size is systematically
different from the size of the rest-frame UV or optical light.
10
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Table 3
Comparison of Sample Properties
ID
03
19
DRG55

z

source

log(LIR L  )

SFR
( yr−1)

1.7844
2.0474
2.296

D14
D14
C15

+0.04
11.830.01
+0.38
10.900.06
12.32

+8.0
38.01.0
+3.5
7.91.4
210

log( / )

¢
L CO
(K km s−1 pc2)

r1 2
kpc

q

11.40
10.28
∼11

2.01  0.60 ´ 1010
0.99  0.30 ´ 1010
3.6  1.0 ´ 1010

0.23±0.00
0.14±0.00
L

0.75±0.01
0.58±0.02
L

gradients. We also use the rest-frame UV size as a proxy for
the stellar mass size for the PHIBSS galaxies. As described
above, the difference in the size in the rest-frame NUV and
optical is only 0.1dex and will not affect our results. We plot
SFE versus m for our two galaxies, the points from Decarli
et al. (2014), and the points from PHIBSS 2 in Figure 11. We
ﬁnd that our sources and those from Decarli et al. (2014) are at
the extreme high end of m for galaxies of nearly any SFE from
PHIBSS. We do not know what is driving this compact mass
distribution, that is, if our galaxies are dominated by compact
spheroids or disks. We note that 30545 is round and compact,
with r1 2 = 1.93 kpc, within the ofﬁcial criteria of the compact
star-forming galaxies that might be progenitors of compact,
passive galaxies at these redshifts (e.g., Stefanon et al. 2013).
Galaxy 30169 is a larger object with r1 2 = 4.1 kpc. It looks
like an edge-on disk, although we lack observations of
sufﬁcient resolution and sensitivity to kinematically conﬁrm
bulk rotation. There is a slight color gradient in this object,
however, such that the center is slightly redder than the
outskirts (Figure 2). Correcting the light proﬁle for this color
(and hence M L ) gradient will presumably make the stellar
mass more concentrated than the H-band light and will increase
the implied effective stellar mass concentration. Further blind
CO studies will be needed to understand if SFR-selected
samples are biased to lower stellar mass surface density
compared to CO-selected samples. This might be the case as
there is a trend at these redshifts between SFR and size, such
that SF galaxies tend to be more extended (Toft et al. 2007).
Finally, we must consider that 30169 would require 13Gyr
to form its stellar mass at a constant SFR, which is clearly
longer than the age of the universe at this epoch. Therefore the
SFR must have been much higher prior to the epoch of
observation and since declined. If we are catching this object in
the process of quenching, during which it is depleting its
molecular gas reservoir, then this process may occur in a way
that keeps galaxies on the Genzel et al. (2015) scaling relations.
To make a more accurate analysis of the stability of the gas
and its physical characteristics, we will need spatially resolved
CO with ALMA or PdBI/NOEMA and potentially higher
spatial resolution stellar mass and SFR maps with HST and,
eventually, JWST. Ultimately, we will require spatially
resolved excitation maps of our galaxies to understand how
the physical conditions of the gas vary across their surface.

Figure 8.  and mol for our two galaxies detected in CO(1–0). Here, mol
¢ using a Galactic aCO , which is consistent with our
was estimated from L CO
dynamical constraints from the CO line width and the rest-frame optical size.
The dashed line is the one-to-one relation. Compared to galaxies from the
PHIBSS sample (Tacconi et al. 2013), our two galaxies are at the high end of
the range of  and have gas fractions of mol / =0.2–0.8 and
mol /(mol + )=0.17–0.45, which are comparable to or lower than that
of PHIBSS galaxies. In addition, we show two galaxies from Decarli et al.
(2014) that were detected in a blind CO survey of the HDF-N.

f1 (z ) = 10-0.04 – 0.165 ´ log(1 + z) and f2 (z ) = 10-1.23 + 2.71 ´ log(1 + z).
We have also normalized our galaxies with respect to the  –
SFR sequence at the redshift and stellar mass of each galaxy
such that each galaxy’s speciﬁc SFR is given with respect to
the main sequence. Our two cluster galaxies and the two
sources from Decarli et al. (2014) are consistent with the
Genzel et al. (2015) scaling relations for ﬁeld galaxies at z < 3.
In the context of these relations, the interpretation of the low
gas content for 30169 is consistent with its low SFR, although
we note that there are no galaxies at z > 0.6 in the PHIBSS 2
sample with such low SFRs. Hence the scaling relations are not
calibrated at such low SFRs. It is therefore interesting that our
galaxies nonetheless agree so well with the scaling relation
prediction.
To further place our sources in the context of larger ﬁeld
galaxy surveys, we compare how their SFE relates to their
central surface mass density. We ﬁrst calculate the stellar mass
surface density within the half-light radius as
m ≡ /(2pr12 2 ), assuming that one-half the stellar mass is
contained within r1 2 . We therefore have assumed that the
H-band light traces the stellar mass for our galaxies and the two
blind detections and that there are no signiﬁcant color

4.1.1. Continuum-based gas

We use our continuum detection at a rest-frame frequency of
44.25GHz to obtain an alternate measurement of the gas mass
using the scaling between thermal dust emission and the gas
mass described in Scoville et al. (2016). We use their Equation
11
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Figure 9. Left: the SFR and molecular gas mass for our two CO-detected cluster members, galaxies from PHIBSS (Tacconi et al. 2013), and the two blind detections
¢ to gas mass using a Milky Way aCO . 30169 has an SFR lower than the PHIBSS sources, while 30545 is consistent with the
from Decarli et al. (2014). We convert L CO
distribution of PHIBSS sources in mol and SFR. Right: the surface density of star formation and molecular gas for the same sources. In this diagram, the star
formation efﬁciency decreases down and to the right. 30169 has a SSFR less than nearly all of the PHIBSS points, while 30545 is at the upper end of the distribution
and is consistent with the PHIBSS distribution. The dashed error bar on the upper red point (30545) shows how the SFR surface density would change if integrated
over the extent of the resolved CO line instead of over the stellar disk. If this is appropriate, then the SFE for 30545 would be higher than that of galaxies in the
PHIBSS sample. A more precise comparison will require actual gas size measurements for our sources. Note that the same size is used for both the SFR and gas
surface density for all measurements, and this may partly explain the strong correlation between the two parameters in the right-hand panel. The horizontal black lines
on the Tacconi et al. (2013) points show how the surface densities change for those sources that have direct CO size measurements.

(16) (corrected using published erratum):
⎛ n 850m m ⎞3.8
Mmol = 1.78 Snobs [mJy] (1 + z)-4.8 ⎜
⎟
⎝ nobs ⎠
⎛ 6.7 ´ 1019 ⎞ G0
1010 ,
´ (dL [Gpc])2 ⎜
⎟
⎝ a850 ⎠ GRJ

increasing aCO signiﬁcantly above our adopted value. In
addition, the conversion from dust emission to a CO gas mass
is relatively insensitive to the dust temperature. On the other
hand, our dust-based gas mass measurement relies on a factor
of 8 extrapolation in frequency from that used in Scoville et al.
(2016), which is a source of signiﬁcant uncertainty. Galaxy
30545 also hosts an X-ray AGN that contributes a small
amount to the IR SED and may also cause the dust-based gas
mass estimate to be uncertain.
Given these uncertainties, we do not know the origin of the
gas mass discrepancy but note that if the true gas mass were
more consistent with the continuum-based value, then this
galaxy would have a gas fraction and depletion time
signiﬁcantly higher than galaxies of similar stellar mass,
SFR, and redshift.

(2 )

where Snobs is the continuum ﬂux, dL is the luminosity distance,
a850 is a conversion from the 850 μm luminosity to a molecular
gas mass, and G0 and GRJ are the corrections for departure in the
rest frame of the Planck function from Rayleigh–Jeans at a
redshift of zero and at the redshift of the source, respectively.
We adopt the same value of a850 as Scoville et al. (2016) of
6.7 ´ 1019 erg s−1 Hz−1−1. Here, G0 = 0.7, and GRJ is
given by the equation
GRJ (Td , nobs, z) =

hnobs (1 + z) kTd
,
e hnobs (1 + z ) kTd - 1

4.2. The Relative Role of Environmental Effects and CO
Selection in the Gas Contents of Cluster Galaxies

(3 )

As we have shown in the previous sections, our cluster
galaxies have molecular gas contents very similar to those of
ﬁeld galaxies. We now explore how conditions in the cluster
environment and selection effects related to our CO selection
may be playing a role in determining our observed gas
fractions.
First, there have been multiple studies that indicate that this
protocluster is a merger-rich environment (Papovich et al.
2012; Rudnick et al. 2012; Lotz et al. 2013). Due to its low
velocity dispersion (Tran et al. 2015), signiﬁcant substructure,
and high density of galaxies, XMM-LSSJ02182-05102 is an
environment conducive to mergers. Lotz et al. (2013) directly
measured a merger rate 3–10 times higher than for massive

where Td is the mass-weighted dust temperature (see Scoville
et al. 2016 for a discussion of the differences between massweighted and luminosity-weighted dust temperatures). We
adopt Td = 25K as in Scoville et al. (2016).
Using the above formalism, we derive a dust-based gas mass
+0.11
of log (gas  ) = 11.900.17. This is 2.7σ above the gas
mass derived from the CO emission. Such a difference is at the
limit of what is expected by comparisons between these two
methods for larger samples of galaxies (Genzel et al. 2015) but
may be compatible within the signiﬁcant uncertainties in our
dust-based gas mass. Reconciling the difference between these
two estimates is at face value not trivial as it would require
12
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Figure 10. Comparison of our galaxies with the scaling relations from Genzel et al. (2015). In both panels, the x axis is the distance from the main sequence, which is
parameterized, as in Genzel et al. (2015), using the relation from Whitaker et al. (2012). Both scaling relations and galaxies have had the stellar mass and redshift
dependence removed (see text). Left: the molecular gas fraction of our galaxies and those of Decarli et al. (2014). The four galaxies have gas fractions consistent with
the scaling relations. Right: the consumption timescales for the same four galaxies. The dotted lines indicate the 0.24dex scatter around the scaling relation from
Genzel et al. (2015). All four galaxies have tcon consistent with the scaling relations.

small size differences in passive galaxies between the cluster
and the ﬁeld. Neither of our sources appears to be undergoing a
merger in the deep CANDELS imaging, but if mergers affected
the molecular gas contents and SFRs in the past, then they must
have done so in a way that moves galaxies along the scaling
relations.
An additional potential effect of the environment could be
stripping effects, both of the cold ISM and of the accretion
ﬂows that feed galaxies. The stripping of the cold gas is
unlikely for these galaxies given the low cluster velocity
dispersion. However, the galaxies may be decoupled from the
accretion ﬂows by weak hydrodynamic effects and by tidal
forces. Indeed, van de Voort et al. (2017) showed using the
EAGLE simulation that massive satellite galaxies at z ~ 2 in
halos with a mass similar to ours do undergo a modest
reduction in the amount of accreted gas, although their statistics
are very poor for galaxies with log( / ) » 11. In
Section 4.3 we discuss how a cutoff in accretion may be used
to understand the future evolution of our sources. If accretion
has been shut off by being in the cluster environment, then the
consumption of the existing gas must occur in such a way as to
keep the galaxies on the ﬁeld scaling relations.
Although we targeted a cluster with a large number of starforming members on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis, our survey did
not target individual galaxies based on their position relative to
the SFR– sequence. Our survey may also be considered a
pseudoblind survey. The survey of D14 is explicitly blind.
Naively, one would expect that a blind CO detection would
yield sources that are overluminous in CO compared to those
selected by some other property, such as SFR. However, our
galaxies and those in the HDF-N are completely consistent with
the scaling relation predictions. Nonetheless, the galaxy sample
is small, and further blind studies will be needed to determine
how blind and pointed surveys compare.

Figure 11. Star formation efﬁciency (SFE≡SFR/mol ) versus the stellar
surface mass density for our two CO-detected cluster members, galaxies from
PHIBSS (Tacconi et al. 2013), and the two blind detections from Decarli et al.
¢ to gas mass using a Milky Way aCO , which is
(2014). We convert L CO
consistent with the dynamical constraints from the CO line width and the restframe optical size. Our galaxies and the two other blind detections are at the
extreme high end of surface mass density.

galaxies in the ﬁeld at z ~ 1.6 and noted that most close pairs
in the cluster implied minor mergers (primary satellite  4).
Likewise, Rudnick et al. (2012) concluded that the average
passive galaxy in the cluster must undergo three or four (mostly
minor) mergers by z ~ 0.6 to explain the evolution in the red
sequence luminosity function. Finally, Papovich et al. (2012)
found that minor mergers were a potential explanation for the
13
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4.3. The Lack of Future Gas Accretion in
Massive Cluster Galaxies

galaxies can tolerate any further gas accretion from the cosmic
web at redshifts lower than z = 1.6.
This is not unexpected as galaxies in simulations lose their
connection to their gas umbilical cords as they become satellite
members (Dekel et al. 2009; Kereš et al. 2009). At lower
redshift, this process may be analogous to the process of
strangulation, in which a galaxy’s gas supply is truncated and
the galaxy uses up its remaining fuel (Larson et al. 1980;
Balogh et al. 2000; Bekki et al. 2002), usually on a timescale of
a few gigayears. We now know that star-forming galaxies can
drive outﬂows with signiﬁcant mass loading (e.g., Tremonti
et al. 2007; Weiner et al. 2009; Tripp et al. 2011; Martin et al.
2012). Using the ubiquitous nature of outﬂows in star-forming
galaxies, McGee et al. (2014) made an interesting adjustment to
the timescale for environmental quenching because the massloaded winds can cause the SFR rate to drop much quicker than
the classic consumption timescale once gas accretion has shut
off. It is worth noting that the fast suppression of SFR in this
model results partly from those authors assuming that the SFR
remains unchanged until the gas is depleted. It also assumes
that the mass from winds is completely ejected from the halo,
whereas observations show that the wind in intermediateredshift star-forming galaxies often cannot completely escape
from the galaxy and can populate the lower-redshift circumgalactic medium (Rubin et al. 2014). If winds are an important
factor in quenching, however, such a high mass loading and
short truncation timescale match the evolution in the group and
cluster galaxy passive fractions at z < 1 (McGee et al. 2014;
Balogh et al. 2016) and may provide a way to signiﬁcantly
reduce gas consumption timescales. This process is not
expected to be limited to dense clusters but may also be active
at the group mass scale (Kawata & Mulchaey 2008), similar to
what is found in high-z forming clusters. We think we may be
seeing evidence of this cutoff of gas accretion playing a role in
high-redshift cluster galaxies.

Regardless of the cause of the low SFE, it remains true that
our two cluster galaxies have high gas fractions and low SFEs.
We can phrase this in terms of the gas consumption timescale
(tcon º SFE-1 = mol /SFR), which we show on the righthand axis of Figure 7(b). The tcon for our sources is
2.8±1.4Gyr and 0.7±0.3Gyr for 30169 and 30545,
respectively.18 This tcon estimate is in some senses a lower
limit as it assumes a constant SFR, whereas our massive
galaxies likely have declining SFRs and a correspondingly
longer tcon . On the other hand, our estimate ignores outﬂows,
which have been found to be ubiquitous around star-forming
galaxies at z ~ 1 (Weiner et al. 2009; Erb et al. 2012) and
would drive tcon down. Acknowledging these uncertainties, we
show in Section 4.1 and Figure 10 that our two sources have
systematically long tcon compared to that expected from gas
scaling relations (Genzel et al. 2015).
The tcon values for our galaxies may have implications for
their future gas accretion histories. The short tcon of starforming galaxies at z ~ 1.5 has been used to argue for the
importance of accretion in powering the continued high SFRs
of galaxies at these epochs (Daddi et al. 2010b; Genzel et al.
2010; Tacconi et al. 2010; Papovich et al. 2016). To place
constraints on the future gas accretion history of our two cluster
galaxies, we attempt to identify their likely descendants. We
know that the descendants of our two galaxies must be at least
as massive and reside in the likely descendant halo of XMMLSSJ02182-05102. Rudnick et al. (2012) showed that the
accretion history of XMM-LSSJ02182-05102 results in it
likely being a log (clust  ) = 14.1–14.35 cluster at z=1.
Recently, Muldrew et al. (2015) have shown that the mass of
z=0 descendants of z ~ 2 simulated protoclusters can be
predicted with a 0.5dex scatter, and that this scatter is reduced
to 0.3dex if one also knows the mass ratio of the primary and
secondary clump in the protoclusters. It is therefore likely that
our cluster at high zcan be associated with a cluster of
comparable or higher mass, although it is hard to accurately
determine the descendant mass without identifying other
substructures and their masses.
Galaxies at z=1 with log( / ) » 11 and in clusters
of mass comparable to XMM-LSSJ02182-05102 from
GCLASS (Muzzin et al. 2012) have a passive fraction of
≈0.75.19 XMM-LSSJ02182-05102 has a similarly high
+0.0
passive fraction of 1.00.37 (Lee-Brown et al. 2017). Given
that this cluster will accrete galaxies from the ﬁeld, where the
SF fraction is higher (Hatch et al. 2016; Lee-Brown et al.
2017), the galaxies in the protocluster core at z = 1.62 likely
must consume most of their gas in the intervening 1.8 Gyr
between z = 1.6 and 1 in order to become part of this passive
population. This time span is consistent with the tcon for both
30545 and 30169. While tcon estimated from gas and SFR is
uncertain due to the unknown SFH and the impact of outﬂows,
if our tcon estimate is correct, it would imply that neither of our

5. Caveats
Our conclusions suffer from a few potential uncertainties.
We outline these below and discuss their effect.
5.1. The Value for aCO and the Nature of
High-redshift Star Formation
The foremost uncertainty is the value for aCO , which
¢ to mol . We adopt a
determines the conversion of L CO
Galactic value of aCO = 4.36 and show that it is broadly
consistent with our limited dynamical constraints, although an
aCO that is lower by 50% may be appropriate for 30545 to
avoid having the baryonic mass for 30545 be in excess of the
dynamical mass (see Section 3.5). If a ULIRG-like aCO = 0.8 is
more appropriate, it would reduce our gas masses by a factor of
∼5 and make our SFEs more consistent with other star-forming
galaxies at these redshifts.
The value for aCO has a strong dependence on the density
and temperature of the molecular gas and the fraction of CO in
diffuse as opposed to concentrated components. We must
therefore consider this dependence in the context of our choice
of aCO . For example, aCO in extreme local starburst galaxies
with dense gas conﬁgurations is thought to be signiﬁcantly
lower than that for the Milky Way, with aCO,ULIRG ~ 1 (e.g.,
Scoville et al. 1997; Downes & Solomon 1998; Genzel et al.
2015).

18

The right axis of Figure 7(b) is calculated assuming LIR ∝SFR, which is
not strictly true and is the source of the slight differences compared to the
numbers in the text.
19
Galaxies in GCLASS were determined to be passive via a lack of [O II] at
the EW∼2 Å level. This corresponds to star formation rates of ∼5  yr−1
for galaxies with log( / ) » 11. Muzzin et al. (2012) use deep stacked
spectra of passive galaxies identiﬁed this way to estimate that >90% of them
have sSFR  5 ´ 10-11 yr−1.
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Our two galaxies have signiﬁcantly higher SFRs than
comparably massive galaxies locally. In interpreting these
SFRs in the context of aCO , we must note that the elevated
SFRs are likely due to the increasing SFRs of all galaxies going
back in time, as the SFR– sequence evolves to higher SFR
(e.g., Noeske et al. 2007; Whitaker et al. 2012). Additionally,
there is mounting evidence that the characteristics of star
formation in galaxies on the SFR– sequence out to z = 2
are more similar to that in local main-sequence galaxies than to
that in local ULIRGs, despite the distant galaxies having
absolute SFRs more similar to the latter. For example, multiple
authors have found that distant MS galaxies have IR SEDs
comparable to local MS galaxies, and yet different from
galaxies above the main sequence at low redshift that have
similar absolute SFRs (e.g., Papovich et al. 2007; Elbaz et al.
2011). The interpretation of the SEDs is that the distant MS
galaxies have a higher contribution from diffuse IR emission
than their more luminous counterparts.
MS galaxies at z < 3 follow the same scaling relations of
SFR and molecular gas content (Genzel et al. 2015) over a
large redshift range. Likewise, the CO emission (Tacconi et al.
2013) and Ha emission (Shapiro et al. 2008; Förster Schreiber
et al. 2009, 2011; Wisnioski et al. 2015) in high-z MS galaxies
are more extended than in local ULIRGS. If MS galaxies at
high redshift have gas with a spatial extent similar to the Milky
Way, then it might also be that the CO emission is likely
generated in molecular clouds with mean densities similar to
those in the Milky Way (ánH ñ ~ 10 2–10 3 cm-3; Dannerbauer
et al. 2009; Daddi et al. 2010b). The implication is that a Milky
Way–like aCO , which relates to the physical state of the gas,
might be appropriate for intensely star-forming (in an absolute
sense) MS galaxies at high redshift, as their gas characteristics
might be more similar to local MS galaxies than to local
galaxies of comparable absolute SFRs. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that high-redshift galaxies on the MS with solar
metallicity have aCO similar to the Milky Way, as also assumed
in the PHIBSS and PHIBSS 2 samples that form the backbone
of our comparison samples. We therefore feel justiﬁed in our
choice of a Galactic aCO and add that it allows us to compare
our gas masses to the PHIBSS galaxies that also assume a
galactic aCO .
As an independent check on our gas masses, we compared
our  and mol estimates with the dynamical constraints
from the CO line widths. For our aCO to be valid, the total
baryonic mass (mol + ) cannot exceed the dynamical
mass. Object 30545 is compact and round, and we estimate its
dynamical mass from its rest-frame optical size and velocity
dispersion sv using the isotropic virial estimator from Förster
Schreiber et al. (2009) and Förster Schreiber et al. (2006), who
derived it from Binney & Tremaine (2008). We believe that
this estimator is valid for 30545 as there is no indication of a
disk morphology:
dyn =

6.7r1 2 s 2v
.
G

other hand, 30169 has an irregular velocity proﬁle, and it is
impossible with the current data to constrain the dynamics. We
therefore decide to perform our remaining analysis using a
Galactic aCO value to be consistent with other work being done
on “typical” star-forming galaxies at this epoch, such as from
PHIBSS (Tacconi et al. 2013). We hope that future improved
constraints on the dynamical mass with spatially resolved
measurements using ALMA will allow us to more strongly
constrain aCO in the future.
If a much lower aCO were appropriate, it would be difﬁcult
to justify in the context of previous work. Most galaxies with
an inferred low aCO sit signiﬁcantly above the SFR–
sequence and may be forming stars in a different, mergerdominated mode (Elbaz et al. 2011; Kartaltepe et al. 2012),
where aCO may be lower because of the different physical
conditions at high gas surface densities (Daddi et al. 2010a;
Genzel et al. 2010; Narayanan et al. 2011, 2012; Bolatto et al.
2013). Narayanan et al. (2012) give a ﬁtting formula to ﬁnd
aCO in terms of the CO surface brightness, but since we cannot
measure this directly, we are wary of applying this formula and
instead prefer to adopt a constant Galactic aCO for all of our
galaxies, which are forming stars at or below the value of the
SFR– sequence. If we were to apply a different aCO to our
galaxies and to those of Decarli et al. (2014) to reconcile their
SFEs with the PHIBSS galaxies, its signiﬁcantly lower value
compared to the Galactic one would imply that compact
galaxies and those below the SFR– sequence might have
different physical conditions of the molecular gas than galaxies
on the  –SFR sequence. This could pose a complication in
the use of SFR-selected galaxies to construct scaling laws of
gas content versus gas consumption timescales. This would be
an interesting result in itself and would in turn emphasize the
need for more blind CO surveys to probe the full range of star
formation modes in the distant universe.
Another possible reason for low aCO is if the metallicity is
signiﬁcantly subsolar (e.g., Bolatto et al. 2013; Sandstrom et al.
2013). However, Tran et al. (2015) used MOSFIRE
observations of rest-frame optical emission lines to ﬁnd that
the gas-phase metallicity of log ( / ) » 11 star-forming
members in XMM-LSSJ02182-05102 is close to solar. This
provides a further argument for Galactic aCO , which is
appropriate for regions of solar metallicity.
Daddi et al. (2015) found that typical star-forming galaxies
have complex SLEDs with a low and a high excitation
component. It is not yet clear what impact this will have on the
inferred aCO but clearly tells us something about the physical
state of the gas. Improving on the above uncertainties would
require directly measuring the spatial extent of the CO and its
excitation state, through multitransition SLEDs, to see if the
excitation of the gas in these compact galaxies is different from
that in galaxies on the SFR– sequence. Spatially unresolved
studies can be conducted with the NOrthern Extended
Millimeter Array (NOEMA), and spatially resolved excitation
studies will be possible with deep ALMA observations in
extended array conﬁgurations.

(4 )

The resultant dyn = 6.7  0.5 ´ 1010 . This is less than
the stellar mass, which may reﬂect systematic uncertainties in
our stellar mass estimates (typically 0.3 dex) or an inappropriate dynamical mass estimator. This taken together with the
signiﬁcant spatial displacement of the gas from the stars
(Figure 3) implies that our dynamical mass is likely very
inaccurate and thus cannot be used to constrain aCO . On the

5.2. Uncertainty in LIR and the SFR
Increasing LIR by ≈0.5 dex would help to reconcile our
galaxies with those from PHIBSS. Object 30545 is detected in
Herschel bands, and its SFR and LIR should be accurate. Object
30169 lacks a Herschel detection, but the upper limit on the
15
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Herschel ﬂuxes provides a strong constraint on the SFR and
LIR (Figure 5). We therefore conclude that uncertainty in LIR is
not an issue.
To assess our uncertainties in SFR, we compare our
MAGPHYS measure to that from LIR and the 2800 Å
luminosity using the Wuyts et al. (2011) scalings that were
derived from Kennicutt (1998). We ﬁnd an SFR for 30169 and
30545 of 47 and 185  yr−1, respectively, within the
uncertainties on our SFR measure.

3. The CO luminosities for these two galaxies are within the
range deﬁned by galaxies with similar LIR . Likewise, the
fgas, gas consumption timescales (tcon ), and star formation
efﬁciencies are consistent with those of galaxies having
similar redshift,  , and SFR. The compatibility with
ﬁeld galaxies is also found when comparing the surface
density of star formation to the surface density of the
molecular gas.
4. The lower fgas and SFE for our galaxy with the lowest
SFR are consistent with the predictions based on studies
of local and high-redshift star-forming galaxies, which
ﬁnd that the SFEs drop as galaxies move below the  –
SFR sequence and that this drop coincides with a drop in
fgas.
5. Our galaxies have among the highest stellar surface mass
densities of any CO-detected star-forming galaxies at the
same epoch, comparable to that of compact quiescent
galaxies found at similar redshifts.
6. The gas consumption timescales for our galaxies are
between 0.7 and 2.8 Gyr. This is consistent with the
depletion times of galaxies at these sSFRs taken from CO
surveys that select galaxies by their SFR and rest-frame
optical color. However, our galaxies lie in a forming
cluster, and studies of the likely descendant clusters at
z < 1 indicate that our galaxies have a high probability of
becoming passive in the intervening 1.8 Gyr between
z = 1.62 and 1. If that is their destiny, then to become
passive, and presumably gas poor, by z = 1 means that
our galaxies cannot tolerate any further gas accretion
following the epoch in which we observe them. This
might indicate that galaxies in the forming cluster
environment have been decoupled from their gas
umbilical cords that connect them to the cosmic web
and may be the early manifestation of the process known
variously as starvation or strangulation.
7. We compare our two blindly detected cluster galaxies
with three other blindly detected CO emitters and ﬁnd
that the SFEs, gas consumption timescales, and, most
surprisingly, the high surface stellar mass densities are
similar to the galaxies found in our cluster. This may
indicate that deep, blind CO surveys are sensitive to star
formation in compact galaxies that is not common in
SFR-selected samples.

5.3. Sample Size
Our results are based primarily on two galaxies from our
forming cluster, along with two galaxies from Decarli et al.
(2014). We ﬁnd that objects detected in blind CO observations
are gas rich, have low SFEs, and are spatially compact in the
rest-frame optical compared to SFR-selected objects. Clearly
the small sample size means that our results are preliminary.
We need to verify them by assembling a larger sample of COdetected objects found in blind surveys to comparable or fainter
line luminosities. Once the full depth data for the present
program are processed, we will see if any more CO detections
become available.
We have also observed galaxies in a single high-redshift
cluster. At lower redshift, there is a well-known cluster-tocluster variation in galaxy properties (e.g., Poggianti et al.
2006; Rudnick et al. 2009), and it may be that our ﬁnding
regarding the cutting off of the gas supply is not indicative of
processes affecting typical star-forming galaxies in forming
clusters. Indeed, recent observations of CO in 11 galaxies in
three clusters at z ~ 1.6 from Noble et al. (2017) show
evidence for elevated gas fractions with respect to the ﬁeld.
Making progress in this arena will require deep CO observations of multiple high-redshift clusters and ground-based
spectroscopy and grism spectroscopy to help improve membership and look for faint lines.
6. Summary
In this paper, we present very deep CO(1–0) observations
with the VLA of a cluster of galaxies at z = 1.625 and report
the detection of two star-forming and spectroscopically
conﬁrmed cluster members. The redshift for one of the sources
was found ﬁrst from ground-based spectroscopy, and the other
was found ﬁrst with our CO(1–0) observations and later
conﬁrmed with ground-based and HST grism spectroscopy. We
use the CO(1–0) line to trace the molecular gas in these
galaxies and compare their mol to other physical properties,
such as their  , SFR, rest-frame optical size, and LIR . We
summarize our ﬁndings as follows:

While enticing, the conclusions presented here are based on
only two galaxies in one forming cluster and a handful of other
sources. Understanding if these ﬁndings are indicative of blind
CO-detected sources in general at these redshifts will require a
signiﬁcant blind CO survey. Likewise, understanding the role
that environment may play in modulating the gas contents and
SFEs of galaxies will require blind CO observations to be
conducted in high-redshift cluster environments. Uncovering
the physical conditions of the gas will require spatially
resolving it, understanding its excitation, and, ultimately,
spatially resolving the excitation. These are ideal programs
for future observations with ALMA and NOEMA (formerly PdBI).

1. Both CO-detected galaxies are massive (log ( /
 ) » 11) and are forming stars, with one of them
doing so at levels signiﬁcantly below the SFR–
sequence. One of the objects is compact and hosts an Xray AGN that is not energetically dominant in the IR. The
other appears to be a nearly edge-on disk with a slight
color gradient such that it gets redder toward the center.
2. The galaxies are detected in CO(1–0) with S N = 4.9 and
7.1 and have large line widths, indicating large dynamical
masses. Assuming a Galactic aCO , we ﬁnd that these
galaxies have fgas º mol /( +mol ) = 0.17–0.45,
within the gas fraction distribution for typical star-forming
galaxies at 1 < z < 2.5.
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